
The Seven  
All-too-common  
Barriers to  
Successful DevOps 
Transformation
(and how to overcome them)

While many companies 

attempt DevOps 

transformations, not 

all are successful.  

Learn how enterprises 

have overcome the 

most common barriers 

to success.



For enterprises to succeed today, they must succeed at their 
DevOps transformation efforts. Today, every enterprise is 
critically dependent on the software and online services that 
they run. Those that learn to excel at software delivery will 
excel at their business. 

Why is software delivery a key indicator of success? Because 
companies that can consistently deliver software solutions will 
be more responsive to customer demands. These companies 
will be able to build software that supports their employees 
and business more effectively. And they’ll cut costs while 
accomplishing all of these fundamental goals.

The engine behind enterprise software excellence today is 
DevOps. Through DevOps, enterprise developers want to 
deliver their code to production as quickly as they can. It’s 
that simple. This is why it’s critical to make quick and efficient 
delivery to production possible for your developers, while also 
adhering to your organizations policies and requirements. 

Unfortunately, not every enterprise that attempts to embrace 
DevOps will be successful. At XebiaLabs, we want you to get it 
right. That’s why we assembled this eBook to provide insights 
into the most common roadblocks enterprises face as they 
progress through their DevOps transformation. 

The guidance in this eBook is based on our experience 
helping enterprises to successfully implement effective 
DevOps change in their production-facing environments. 



Development teams are resistant to change

If you’re not ops, you’re dev

Not consistently ensuring continuous  
DevOps-transformation success

Continuous delivery pipelines not 
planned to be enterprise-grade

Operations teams are resistant to change

Inability to convince management to invest

The continuous delivery pipeline only applies 
to a small set of the application stack

BARRIERS
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It’s normal for anyone doing something a certain way 
for a long time to resist change, and developers are no 
different. Your developers have invested in the toolsets 
and processes they have used over the course of years, 
perhaps decades, and they have grown comfortable with 
these tools and processes.

In other cases, developers may want to change, but they 
may not know how to go about it successfully. They’ve 
been using a legacy platform for years, and that’s where 
their expertise lies — it’s what they know. For example, 
when developers are informed the company is migrating 
to the cloud, they don’t hear a simple adaption. They hear 
that their career is being reinvented. 

Developers also are used to working with a certain level of 
autonomy. Such independence in work may be one of the 
reasons why they chose to become a developer in the first 
place. Therefore, they could believe that their autonomy is 
being compromised by other areas of IT encroaching onto 
their traditional territory.

Development teams  
are resistant to change



In our experience with customers, the enterprises that 
succeed are those that clearly state the goal of building 
a DevOps organization is paramount. In addition, 
successful customers provide the direction to get there. 
That includes properly preparing the organization and 
providing guidance and training needed to hit the DevOps 
transformation objectives. This guidance and resources 
must come from the top, so it’s in the language and 
understanding of executive leadership. 

Sometimes, a large part of a DevOps transformation 
includes assessing the gaps in skills between where the 
organization is today, and where it needs to be to succeed. 
Dig in and identify what the organization has and what it 
needs to succeed. Does it need a modern delivery pipeline? 
Do developers need additional training on new languages? 

Finally, make certain that developers are part of the 
decision-making process early on, so they don’t become 
something the transformation “happens to” instead of 
being a central part of. Key areas where developer input will 
improve outcomes includes branching strategies to deliver 
code changes and continuous integration strategies.

The Fix
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It’s not just developers who are resistant to change. We 
often see across clients that operations teams are hesitant 
to change. Understandably, it’s the role of operations to 
be risk-averse. After all, operation teams have to manage 
operational risks. They often see any kind of change as 
dangerous to their mission. 

We have witnessed many instances of enterprises 
struggling in their DevOps transformation efforts when 
operations teams were able to shut down any discussions 
that involved change to the application delivery and release 
processes.

Operations teams  
are resistant to change



Overcoming this barrier is similar to that for overcoming 
change resistance among developers. Just like developers, 
operations team members need training, of course. And as 
is the case with developers, operations teams need to be 
a part of the process from the beginning. Get operations 
team members on board early and seek their ideas on 
how to collaborate to move toward DevOps and improve 
the way the organization develops, delivers and maintains 
applications. 

Crucial areas where operations team members can provide 
vital input include defining what should be included in the 
delivery of change, including documentation, code, systems 
management and disaster recovery.  

When everyone is invested in the process and knows 
executive leadership is committed, the focus for teams will 
be directed more to the desire to collaborate. 

The Fix
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When people talk about empathy and DevOps, what typically comes 
to mind is what have become cliché team-building efforts: pizza 
and beer lunches, beanbag chairs and mountain-climbing exploits. 
While all of that may be constructive, it’s certainly not the crucial 
element. What is crucial is effective, empathetic communication.

Empathy is core in DevOps. Successful DevOps implementations 
require an enterprise to focus on the entire delivery pipeline, 
from development through production. Empathy requires team 
members and other roles to understand the goals, pressures 
and limitations for each team in the delivery pipeline and break 
down the silos and the us-versus-them outlook. Becoming good at 
empathetic communication is also about effective postmortems, 
where outcomes are the focus — not who’s to blame for what may 
have gone wrong. 

To achieve empathetic communication, all teams in the application 
delivery pipeline — not just Development and Operations — need 
to put themselves into each other’s shoes. We recently witnessed 
empathy-driven success at a large financial institution. To make 
sure everyone’s perspective was taken into account throughout the 
transformation, the DevOps leaders made certain to speak with 
every team that held any responsibility for the delivery pipeline. As 
a result, they were able to build a continuous delivery pipeline that 
met each team’s expectations and requirements.

If you’re not ops,  
you’re dev



Ultimately, empathy is about understanding the needs 
of everyone involved in the delivery process. The key to 
empathy is getting everyone involved in the process. An 
organization can create empathetic communication by 
giving everyone a voice. 

Empathy also about encouraging teams to find ways to 
help other teams achieve their goals without throwing up 
roadblocks. When someone asks if something can be done, 
rather than finding a reason to say no, they should:

•	 Get	clear	definition	of	the	request

• Agree to an understanding of the reason for the 
request,	such as, “You say you don’t want to have a TPS 
report for each release. Help me understand why this is 
important to you.”

• Seek compromise. Perhaps developers won’t be 
required to manually create a TPS report for each release, 
but they will instead include the ticket IDs within their 
code commits so the change report reflects what changes 
are in the release.

The Fix
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Some enterprises are so eager to get their pipeline built 
that they don’t take the time to create a pipeline that 
can support their entire application stack. For example, 
a large retailer recently invested a few million dollars 
to build its continuous delivery pipeline. Unfortunately, 
however, because it was developed to support greenfield 
applications and microservices, only a small portion of its 
developers could actually use the pipeline. 

We see this type of situation in in enterprises all too 
often. Whether an organization decides to build its own 
platform or buy one, often it ends up with a platform that 
can only handle a certain amount of its applications. For 
example, the delivery pipeline is too Windows-centric and 
developers of other languages can’t use it, or the solution 
is geared toward microservices, so applications have to go 
through months of rewrite work to leverage the solution. 
While organizations want to do the right thing in creating 
a delivery pipeline, they can end up creating a siloed 
environment that only addresses 20 percent, or perhaps 
half, of their application development stack. 

The continuous delivery 
pipeline only applies 
to a small set of the 
application stack



Organizations need to step back and take a comprehensive 
view of all of their development pipelines, build or deploy 
a platform that will support how all of their various 
development teams code software. They should not build 
a pipeline that will require the teams to change how they 
develop. The typical enterprise will have different toolsets, 
languages and processes among various development 
teams that feed into the primary continuous delivery 
pipeline. 

Key areas to consider include defining what is needed to 
install into production, regardless of technology or team. 
Also, just don’t focus on the big global requirements; rather, 
determine the tools and technologies each specific team 
needs and how they are best supported.

This is to be expected, as different applications and services 
will be better-suited when developed in languages and 
platforms that are optimized for each specific use case. This 
is why organizations need to be able to build continuous 
delivery pipelines that enable developers and development 
teams to build their applications as they need. 

The Fix
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Despite their best efforts, many enterprises build 
continuous delivery pipelines that fall short of their 
enterprise demands. Typically, these pipelines lack 
adequate service-level agreements and the ability to scale 
to meet the demands of the entire enterprise in terms of 
concurrent application support, developers and deploy 
and release rates. Other attributes of an enterprise-
grade delivery pipeline also fall short, including providing 
adequate security and comprehensive, collaborative 
reporting capabilities.

Enterprises also may have many delivery pipelines without 
the proper oversight and management. A portfolio of 
pipelines can run across many departments, platforms 
and application-development teams. This is fine in many 
ways, but it can be difficult to manage if not approached 
correctly. If each team is doing its own thing, how is 
security managed? How is reporting managed? And how 
are lessons learned shared or even applicable across 
teams? 

Continuous delivery 
pipelines not planned  
to be enterprise-grade



Every enterprise has dozens — perhaps hundreds or 
thousands — of applications. These enterprises could easily 
find themselves with nearly as many deployment pipelines. 
However, if each pipeline is developed independently, 
the ability to scale is hampered. It becomes difficult, if not 
impossible, for the enterprise to increase production. Also, 
there is no visibility into the effectiveness of each pipeline, as 
there’s no way to compare performance indicators such as 
cycle time or the percentage of successful deployments. 

To succeed, enterprises must define a set of paths to 
production so that developers will understand the types 
of delivery routes available to them. There should also be 
a control board, consisting of representatives from both 
development and production, so solutions can be found in 
situations where standard delivery routes don’t suffice. 

We’ve found customers to be more successful when they 
base each of their pipelines on a set of standard templates. 
This enables more effective reporting and the ability to 
compare various pipelines’ effectiveness, which in turn 
improves continuous feedback.  

The Fix
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In many enterprises, we find the DevOps transformation 
grows organically from the front-line developers. While 
this is natural and the efforts certainly worthwhile, it’s 
important that executive leadership be involved in the 
DevOps transformation. Leadership must have a total 
commitment to the transformation. Otherwise, a lack of 
leadership and resources often leads to a fracturing, and 
even an abandonment, of transformation efforts.

To compensate, development teams often try to enlist 
the support of senior management by sharing anecdotal 
stories about improved outcomes, increased collaboration 
and faster release cycles. But ultimately, they fail to make 
the sale—because they failed to fully make the business 
case.

Inability to convince 
management to invest



Too often enterprises are not aware of the true cost of 
ineffective application-delivery pipelines. We’ve witnessed 
this across industries. In one instance, an international 
electronics manufacturer analyzed its applications from 
development to production. It learned that no matter what 
type of application, the range for the cost per application 
delivery from development through the different 
environments and finally into production averaged 
$140,000 to $170,000 annually. A financial services 
company did the same and found its cost to be about 
$94,000 per application. 

The more effective the continuous delivery pipeline, the 
more cost-effective it is per application. 

Once you can express real dollars for how much 
application delivery is costing, you can have a much better 
conversation and demonstrate what investing in better 
tools, training and the like will mean to application cost 
through the entire delivery pipeline. 

The Fix
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In any endeavor, you have to measure. If you’re training for 
a sports competition, you measure things such as speed, 
endurance and accuracy. If you are losing weight, you may 
regularly measure overall weight or fat percentage. 

In DevOps, you want to continuously measure your 
progress as well. Only in DevOps, you’ll likely want to 
measure metrics such as:

• change failure rate across your delivery pipeline
• change lead time
• deployment frequency
• mean time to recovery for each environment in your 

pipeline
• automated test-pass percentage
• time to deliver change from development to production 

Such measurements can be used as feedback loops that 
will indicate how well the DevOps transformation and 
ongoing initiative is working. This will detail what changes 
and tools and processes are working and what may need 
to be adjusted and improved over time. 

Not consistently 
ensuring continuous 
DevOps-transformation 
success



These metrics are not just for developers. Metrics also 
should be gathered that inform others and drive change, 
such as CIOs, CISOs, line-of-business managers, trainers 
and others. Since your DevOps transformation includes 
everyone in development and production delivery, these 
statistics should be visible and discussed and tracked by 
everyone responsible in the pipeline. This will help ensure 
that the entire business is transformed in a positive way as 
a result of the DevOps transformation.

The Fix



Conclusion
When it comes to successful DevOps transformation, there’s much 
at stake. Enterprises that learn how to master efficient and effective 
software delivery will be those organizations that succeed. They’ll be 
more responsive to customers, employees and business partners—
and, as we’ve demonstrated, will cut costs while doing so. 

The heart of DevOps transformation is the continuous delivery 
pipeline, which helps enterprise to quickly deliver high quality 
applications. XebiaLabs specializes in deployment-automation 
software that integrates with best-of-breed build and provisioning 
toolsets, enabling enterprises to successfully achieve their DevOps 
transformation goals through cycle-time reduction, real-time 
software-release validation and more predictable delivery costs. 

For more information call (866) 656-4408  
or visit www.xebialabs.com today.
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